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1. I~TR00ucT10N 
In this paper we shall use “Catalan numbers” (defined below) to create 
“Catalan functions” and shall then construct “Catalan matrices” that have 
these functions as elements. Our development also provides “Sheffer 
functions,” a special group of infinite triangular matrices, combinatorial 
interpretations originating from Cayley [2], an encounter with “Laplace 
transform coefficients,” and a variety of combinatorial identities. 
Catalan numbers are named in honor of the Belgian mathematician 
Catalan (18141894). However, these numbers can be traced back to Euler 
(1707-1783)-and the “Catalan” designation arose because of a citation in 
Netto [lo]. 
A variety of interesting interpretations for Catalan numbers appear in 
the literature. Articles range from those designed for the “general reader,” 
such as Gardner’s [S] and Diirrie’s [4, pp. 21-271, to current 
mathematical research. An impressive list of 454 references intended for 
various audiences is given in Gould [8]-and ranges over the years 
1758-1977. 
Catalan numbers are combinatorial creatures that arise whenever one 
counts the number of ways in which a linear arrangement of symbols can 
be bracketed into “pairs.” In order to obtain a more precise description, we 
shall consider the following problem. 
BRACKETISATION PROBLEM. If A = {a,, a*,..., a,} and f is a binary 
operation on A, find the number of ways of obtaining the non-associative 
product n,“=, aj by means off: 
Solution. Let C, (the nth Catalan number) represent he solution. Then 
C, = 1 (by agreement) and the bracketisations when 
n = 2: (a1a2) 
n = 3: ((a14 ad, (aI(a2a3)) 
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n = 4: (((a14 4) 49 ((Ul(W3)) 4, ((~,%)(wd)~ (Ul((U24 a,)), 
(~1(~2(44))) 
yield Cz = 1, C3 = 2, C, = 5. 
By observing what happens when going from n = k to n = k + 1, we 
obtain the recurrence 
c - f c,ck+,-, k+l- when k> 1. (1.1) 
j= 1 
If 
g(t)= 1 Gt” (1.2) 
n2l 
is a formal power series, then (1.1) yields 
c Ck+,tk+‘= 1 c CjtjCk+,-jtk+‘-J= 1 cjtj c C/,th 
k>l j> 1 k,j j> 1 haI 
and therefore 
-t+g(t)= CgW12. 
Since g(0) = 0, the quadratic formula provides 
g(t)=i[l -&G]. (1.3) 
Hence, the binomial series and some algebraic manipulation can be used to 
obtain’ 
g(t)= 1 ; (;I;) t”. 
II>1 
Now, (1.2) and (1.4) yield 
whenn>l, 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
and the problem is solved. 
’ Note. We shall adopt the following conventions for the binomial coefficient when x is a 
complex number, n is a positive integer, and h is a non-negative integer: 
($=I. (Tn)=O, (:)=(I ifn>h. 
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Some other interpretations of Catalan numbers are 
(1) The number of different triangulations of an n-gon. (This inter- 
pretation by Euler preceded the bracketisation problem and is described in 
Cohen [3, pp. 121-1271.) 
(2) The number of sequences of integers 
(a,, a2 ,..., a, > 
in which 1 <a, d a2 d ... da, and a,j <j for j= 1, 2 ,..., n. (This inter- 
pretation by Carlitz is presented in [ 1 I.) 
(3) The number of rooted ordered trees with n vertices. (This inter- 
pretation is developed in Cohen [3, p. 2551.) 
Additional interpretations are given in Cohen [3], Gardner [S], Gould 
[S], and van Lint [15, pp. 21-271. 
2. BINOMIAL FUNCTIONS 
A major objective of this paper is to create and investigate the “Catalan 
binomial function.” Although “binomial functions” are developed in [9] 
and [ 111, we will now present a brief introduction to them for the sake of 
completeness. 
Unless otherwise indicated, all lowercase symbols will represent non- 
negative integers. 
We shall call BF = Bk(c) a binomial function iff 
B;,, = i Bi,B’;-‘. (2.1) 
/=O 
If B: also satisfies 
B,k = 6,, (Kronecker-delta), (2.2) 
it will be called non-trivial. 
The following results are needed for our development of the “Catalan 
binomial function.” (Except for Theorem 2.3, all of the theorems in this sec- 
tion as well as their proofs appear in [9] and/or [ 111.) 
THEOREM 2.1. rf(B’;) 1s a sequence of complex numbers, then Br is a 
non-trivial binomial function iff 
[,,, c 1 ‘=kz,B;tk Bktk I , 
in the formal sense. 
(2.3) 
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THEOREM 2.2. Zf Bt is a non-trivial binomial function, then 
Bft+d= i Bi, B$-’ (2.4) 
j=O 
and hence 
B: = 1 Bf; B;; (2.5) 
(2) 
where cI + c2 = c and 1 means that the sum is taken over all ki for which 
k,+k,=k. (2) 
An inductive argument leads us to the following result 
THEOREM 2.3. Zf Br is a non-trivial binomial function, then 
c fi B;;=B; (2.6) 
(r) i= I 
when C:=, ci = c and 1 means that the sum is taken over all ki for which 
Xi=1 k,=k. (4 
Proof We first note that (2.6) holds when r = 2 [by Theorem 2.21. If 
we assume that (2.6) holds when r is replaced by r - 1, we get 
c fi Bt;= 2 B;; c ‘jj’Bt;= 5 B;;B;._,“=B; 
(r) i= 1 k, = 0 (r- 1) ;= I k,=O 
with the aid of Theorem 2.2 when r > 2. Since (2.6) also holds when r = 1, 
the desired result now follows by induction. 
THEOREM 2.4. Zf Br is a binomial function with By = 0, then 
(a) B:=O when c>k, 
(b) B; = (Bl)k when k > 1. 
If Bt is a binomial function with 
By=0 and B: #‘A (2.7) 
it is called a binomial function with the Stirling property (BFSP). The 
infinite matrix B = [B:] with Bt in its (c + 1 )st row and (k -t 1)st column is 
called a binomial function matrix with the Stirling property (BFMSP) when 
B: is a BFSP. Theorem 2.4 can now be used to show that a BFMSP is an 
infinite upper triangular matrix in which all diagonal elements are different 
from zero. This fact leads to the following result. 
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THEOREM 2.5. If B: is a BFSP, there exists a unique binomial function 
At (which is also a BFSP) such that 
i A:B;= i &A;=6,., (2.8) 
r=O r=O 
and hence 
AB= BA=I, (2.9) 
where I is the infinite identity matrix. 
The above theorem reveals that each BFSP has a unique companion. 
We now have all the equipment needed to develop the “Catalan 
binomial function” and functions related to it. 
3. THE CATALAN BINOMIAL FUNCTION 
The Catalan binomial function g: is defined as the BFSP in which 
whenj> 1. (3.1) 
Since each Cj is a positive integer when j3 1, Formula (2.1) provides the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. ~8’): is a positive integer when k 3 c 3 1. 
The definition also yields 
g’o” = a,,, (3.2) 
q=o when c > k, (3.3) 
and 
99:=1 (3.4) 
[by (2.1) and Theorem 2.41. 
In order to obtain other properties for B:, we return to (1.1) and note 
that the above definition can be used to convert it to 
&ff+l= i a{ ,Bf+l-j when kk 1 (3.5) 
j= 1 
and hence to 
99;+‘4’:+‘+6,, when k>O (3.6) 
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[by (2.1), (3.3), and (3.4)]. If we now let 
be a formal power series, then Theorems 2.1 and 2.4(a) provide us with 
g,(t) = [g1(t)]” = 1 .c?i?: tk.
k>c 
(3.7) 
Hence, (3.6) yields 
and thus 
g2(t) =g1(t) - t 
g,+z(t) =gc+ 1(t) - &c(f). 
This last result and (3.7) can be used to establish the following recurrence. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
g’2;; =g:=; -91k. ‘ (3.8) 
If k > c, then &YE is determined by (3.8) together with its values at c = 0 
and c = 1. This observation leads to the following formula for 3:. 
THEOREM 3.3. 
(3.9) 
when k > c. 
Proof. In order to illustrate the “matrix-induction” nature of the proof, 
we shall let (c, k) represent a’,” and shall then construct the matrix with 
(c, k) in its (c+ 1)st row and (k+ 1)st column. Now let 
W={(c,k)jk>c} 
and 
S= ((c, k) in WJ (3.9)). 
Since (0, k) and (1, k) are in S [by (3.2), (3.1)] and (ct2, k+ 1) is in S 
whenever (c, k) and (c+ 1, k + 1) are in S [by (3.8)], a 2-dimensional 
inductive argument can be used to establish S= W and hence the desired 
result. 
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We note that (3.9) together with (3.4) and (1.6) provides a definition for 
cBF. Hence, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. Zf the symbol A is translated as “equals” when k # c 
and as “equals 1” when k = c, then 
Some algebraic manipulation ow yields 
W:=~(2k~~~ ‘) when k#O 
and 
when 2k # c. (3.12) 
(3.10) 
The following result is an immediate consequence of the above corollary. 
COROLLARY 3 3 2. . . LA~;+~ is a polynomial in c of degree r with rational 
coefficients when r > 0. 
We will next investigate the companion of J?#! whose existence was 
established in Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 3.4. rf&: is the companion of LAY:, then 
(a) 4 = dkl -d,,, 
(b) &‘;= ( -l)k-(‘(k“C). 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Proof of (a). If we let &{ = di, - Sj2, then 
with the aid of (3.6). Theorem 2.5 provides the uniqueness of &‘f, and the 
desired result now follows. 
Proof of(b). Let fi(t)=CkD1 &‘f tk and fC(t)=Ckar&‘:tk be formal 
power series. Then 
f,(t) = Cf1(t)l’ 
40’) III l-14 
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[by Theorems 2.5, 2.1, and 2.4(a)] and hence we get 
1 dy=(t-f*)c= 1 (-l)r(f)tc+r 
k>c r>O 
with the aid of (3.13). The desired result as well as 
(3.15) 
now follows by letting k = c + Y. 
Note. Henceforth we shall let L.$: represent he companion of 9:. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of (3.15). 
COROLLARY 3 4 1 . . . &‘,+’ is a polynomial in c of degree r with rational 
coefficients when r > 0. 
The above theorem will now be used to establish a recurrence for &‘t. 
THEOREM 3.5. sdt~f=d~+‘--d~. 
ProofI Using the symbols in the above proof, we get 
fc+l(t)=fi(t)fAt)= tic(t)- t'fc(tL 
(3.16) 
and the juggling of indices leads to the desired result. 
It turns out that recurrence (3.8) (together with Theorem 2.5) can be 
used to establish the recurrence for a:. In order to generalise this result we 
shall let W= [ W:] represent he infinite matrix with W: in its (c + 1)st row 
and (k + 1)st column. If Wr = 0 when c > k, we shall say “W has the 
triangular property” and if W; # 0 for all c, we shall say “W has the 
diagonal property.” Also, if W is invertible and WP ’ = 2 = [Zt], we shall 
say “ZF is the companion of WF’-and hence dck is its own companion. 
In the next three theorems, Y= [Y:] and X= [Xt] represent infinite 
matrices with complex elements. We believe that the first two of them are 
well known-but shall include them here for the sake of completeness. 
THEOREM 3.6. If Y has the triangular and diagonal properties, then 
(a) X has the triangular and diagonal properties when 
xY= I= [d,,], (3.17) 
(b) there exists a unique X such that (3.17) holds. 
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Proof of (a). Let Y have the triangular and diagonal properties. Then 
(3.17) is equivalent to 
f q Yf= s,, when k > 0. (3.18) 
j=O 
If c>k=O, then (3.18) yields x=0. Now assume c>k> 1, OQjdk- 1, 
and Xi = 0 when c > j. Then (3.18) yields X: = 0 and hence an inductive 
argument provides the triangular property. We can now use this property 
to show that 
1 x. Yj=bck when k>c (3.19) 
,=’ 
is equivalent to (3.17). Since (3.19) yields Xy= (Y::))’ ~0, we see that X 
also has the diagonal property. 
Proof of(b). Let Y have the triangular and diagonal properties. In view 
of (a), we only need to show there exists a unique X such that (3.19) holds. 
(1) If k = c, then (3.19) holds iff X; = (Y;))’ =fC( Y), and hence f, is 
a unique function such that fC( Y) Y;: = 6,.,.. 
(2) Let k> c and assume there exists a set of unique functions 
{f~Ic<hGk- l} such that 
when c<h<k- 1 
Then 
iff fk(Y)= -(Yi)-‘“C’f,(Y) Y;. 
be used Steps (1) and (2) together with an inductive argument can now 
to show there exists a set of unique functions {f, 1 c <j < k} such that 
i J;(Y) yj=Sck when k>c. (3.20) 
j=c 
By comparing (3.20) and (3.19), we note that the X given by X{. =f;( Y) 
satisfies (3.19) and hence (3.17). The desired result now follows from the 
uniqueness of the fi. 
THEOREM 3.7. If X has the triangular and diagonal properties, then there 
exists a unique Y with the triangular and diagonal properties such that (3.17) 
holds. 
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Proof. Let X have the triangular and diagonal properties, and assume 
that Y has the triangular property. Then (3.19) is equivalent to (3.17) and 
hence we only need to show there exists a unique Y such that (3.19) holds 
and Yz#O. 
(1) If c=k, then (3.19) holds iff 
Y;=gk(X)=(Xy#O, (3.21) 
and hence g, is a unique function such that XEgJX) = 6,,. 
(2) Let c < k and assume there exists a set of unique functions 
(g,lc+ l<h<k} such that 
Then 
2 xi &b-o = hhk when cs 1 <hhk. 
J=h 
iff g,.(X)= -(X:1))’ i X<g,(X). 
j=‘ /=C+l 
Steps (1) and (2) together with an inductive argument can now be used 
to show there exists a set of unique functions {g, 1 c <j < k} such that 
when k>c. (3.22) 
By comparing (3.22) and (3.19), we note that the Y given by YJ =g,(X) 
satisfies (3.19) and hence (3.17). The desired results now follow from the 
uniqueness of the gj and (3.21). 
The above two theorems serve as lemmas for the next result. 
THEOREM 3.8. If both Y and X have the triangular and diagonal proper- 
ties, then 
r;;; = ry;; - Y; (*) 
iff 
Jp;+x"+'-xfr c (**I 
when (3.17) holds. 
Proof: (1) If both Y and X have the triangular property, then 
k+l k 
1 (x:-‘-x;-‘) Yf:+‘= 1 xp;;;- y;:;,. (3.23) 
h=c+l j=c 
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(2) Let Y have the triangular and diagonal properties. Then 
Theorem 3.6 provides a unique X with the triangular and diagonal proper- 
ties for which (3.17) holds. If (*) [with c =j] holds, then (3.17) can be used 
to show that the right-hand member of (3.23) is equal to 
8,k=S c+ l,k+ ,-and hence (**) [with k= h -21 follows [by (3.23) (3.17) 
and the uniqueness of X]. 
(3) Let X have the triangular and diagonal properties. Then 
Theorem 3.7 provides a unique Y with the triangular and diagonal proper- 
ties for which (3.17) holds. If (**) [with k =/r--2] holds, then (3.17) can 
be used to show that the left-hand member of (3.23) is equal to 
6 r+ 1,!f+ 1 =b,,-and hence (*) [with c=j] follows [by (3.23) (3.17) and 
the uniqueness of Y]. 
The proof can now be completed by observing that steps (2) and (3) 
yield the desired equivalence. 
The above theorem can be used to establish the recurrences for S#: and 
GJ~ from each other, and this observation leads us to the concept of 
“Catalan matrices.” 
4. CATALAN MATRICES 
In order to generalise the Catalan binomial function and its companion, 
we shall let Y = [Y:] and X= [Xr] represent infinite matrices whose 
elements are complex-valued functions-and shall expand Theorems 3.6 
and 3.7 by means of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. If Y has the triangular and diagonal properties, then 
(a) there exists a unique X that satisfies (3.17) 
(b) X has the triangular and diagonal properties, 
(c) YX= I and hence Y and X are both invertible, 
(d) A’: and Yt are the (unique) companions of each other. 
ProoJ Theorem 3.6 yields both (a) and (b). Theorem 3.7 provides a 
unique infinite matrix 2 with the triangular and diagonal properties such 
that YZ= I. Hence, Z= XYZ= X [by the associativity of the matrices and 
(3.17)] and therefore we obtain both (c) and (d). 
We can now proceed with the generalisation. For, if Y has the triangular 
and diagonal properties, X is defined by XY = Z, and 
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Y is a Catalan matrix of the first kind [CM(l)] 
X is a Catalan matrix of the second kind [CM(2)] 
YF is a Catalan function of the first kind [CF( 1 )] 
XF is a Catalan function of the second kind [CF(2)] 
Theorem 3.8 and Lemma 4.1 can be used to obtain the following alter- 
native definition for the CM(2). 
THEOREM 4.1. X is a CM(2) ifs 
(a) X has the triangular and diagonal properties 
and 
If Y is a CM( 1) and XY = Z, then Y: = q and hence X; = g. Moreover, 
we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf Y is a CM( 1) with z = 1 and XY = Z, then 
r;=x;= 1. (4.3) 
ProoJ: If we let k = c in Recurrence (4.1) we get 
o= r;;;- r; 
and hence 
y:= 1. (*I 
Since XY = I yields q YE = 1, the desired result follows from (*). 
If Y is a CM( 1) with g = 1 and XY = Z, the above result prompts us to 
call Y and X normalised Catalan matrices. It is easy to verify that both 9 
and d (defined in Section 3) are normalised Catalan matrices. 
Note. Henceforth (in this paper) we shall assume that all Catalan 
matrices are normalised. 
It turns out that the .%?: and &$ of Section 3 are the only Catalan 
functions that are also binomial functions. In order to show this, we will 
establish some algorithms for the Catalan functions. 
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THEOREM 4.3. If Y is a CM(l), then 
(4.4) 
when r 2 0. 
Proof: In order to illustrate the “matrix-induction” nature of the proof, 
we shall let (c, r) represent Ys+’ and shall then construct the matrix with 
(c, r) in its (c + 1)st row and (r + I)st column. If 
S= {(G r)l(4.4)}, 
then (0, r) and (c, 0) are in S [by (3,2), (3.4) (4.3)] and (c + 1, r) is in S 
whenever (c+2, r- 1) and (c, r) are in S [by (4.1) (3.3), (3.8)]. Hence, a 
2-dimensional inductive argument can be used to establish the desired 
result. 
THEOREM 4.4. If X is a CM(2), then 
J-;:+r, i -QI::+‘x&-J (4.5) 
,=o 
when r 2 0. 
Proof: In order to illustrate the “matrix-induction” nature of the proof, 
we shall let (c, r) represent X;+ r and shall then construct the matrix with 
(c, r) in its (c + 1 )st row and (r + 1 )st column. If 
S= ((6 r)l(4.5)), 
then (0, r) and (c, 0) are in S [by (3.15), (4.3)] and (c+ 1, r+ 1) is in S 
whenever (c, r) and (c, r+ 1) are in S [by (4.2) (3.15), (3.16)]. Hence, a 2- 
dimensional inductive argument can be used to establish the desired result. 
The next theorem is an immediate consequence of the above results. 
THEOREM 4.5. If W is a Catalan matrix, then 
(a) W: is determined by its values at c = 0, 
(b) W: is a binomial function iff W. = 6,, 
(c) w:+r . IS a complex polynomial in c of degree r when r > 0. 
Proof: Part (a) follows from both (4.4) and (4.5). For Part (b): (4.4) 
and (4.5) yield “if’; and (2.1), the triangular property, and (4.3) yield “only 
if.” Since ,:+r and zZTfr are polynomials in c of degree r when r 2 0 [by 
Corollaries 3.3.2 and 3.4.11, Part (c) follows from (4.4) (4.5), and (4.3). 
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We can now conclude that 9.8 and d are the only Catalan matrices that 
are also BFMSP-and therefore we shall call them the binomial Catalan 
matrices. Also, .G@ and &F can now be called the binomial CF(1) and the 
binomial CF(2), respectively. 
If Y is a CM(l) and X is a CM(2), then Part (c) of the above theorem 
provides justification for the c in both Y: + ’ and x + r to become a complex 
variable when r >, 0. We shall explore this extension for c in the next sec- 
tion. 
5. EXTENDED CATALAN FUNCTIONS 
In the last section we showed that the Catalan functions 5 + r and q + r 
are polynomials in c of degree r when r 3 0. Hence if c 1s a complex 
variable and r is any integer, then (4.4) and (4.5) provide justification for 
defining 
p:‘+r= i y;-ig>:+J with c = 1 (5.1) 
j=O 
as an (extended and normalised) CF( I) and 
y+r, 
c 
i x6-J &;+J with g= 1 (5.2) 
,=o 
as an (extended and normalised) CF(2) where 99; +J, given by 
%?::+j=~(c)~~ ‘) ifj#O and 98;:= 1, (5.3) 
is the (extended) binomial CF( 1), 
(5.4) 
is the (extended) binomial CF(2), and all Yt and Xt represent complex 
numbers. 
Note. In this section we shall let c represent a complex number; r, d 
represent integers; and k = c + r. Also, Y = [ Yt] and X= [XF] will be 
called (extended) CM( 1) and (extended) CM(Z), respectively. 
The above definitions lead directly to the following extensions of some 
basic results in Sections 3 and 4. 
LEMMA 5 1 Bzir and J$‘;+’ . . are polynomials in c of degree r with 
rational coefficients when r > 0. 
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LEMMA 52 Y;+’ and X;+’ . . are complex polynomials in c of degree r 
when r 2 0. 
LEMMA 5.3. (a) [Yt=6,,] iff[Y;:+r=g;+r], 
(b) [X’d=S,,] iff[X;+‘=d::+‘]. 
LEMMA 5.4. 
pJC+r=&fCfr=O 
c c when r < 0 (5.5) 
L?a~=&d;,=bro (5.6) 
dq:=s;= 1 (5.7) 
33;:; =LqT=; -.%?k c (5.8) 
,2=+&k+‘-&k c < (5.9) 
LEMMA 5.5. 
y: -+ r = 0 when r -=c 0 (Yl) 
r;: = 1 (Y2) 
rl-1; = r;=: - r;. Rec( Y) 
LEMMA 5.6. 
(Xl) 
(X2) 
Ret(X) 
If c and k are non-negative integers and Yr and A’: are the companions 
of each other, then 
Hence, Lemma 5.2 can be used to show that (*) is an identity when c is 
complex and r is any integer. We thus have the following extended result. 
LEMMA 5.7. If { i,j> = { 1, 2}, then 
(a) each CF(i) has a unique CF(j) companion, 
(b) the inverse of a CM(i) is a CM(j). 
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A variety of interesting results can be obtained from the above lemmas 
with the aid of the c-difference operator. We will next use the c-difference 
operator to show that each Catalan function can be expressed as a linear 
combination of binomial Catalan functions of either the first or second 
kinds. 
Since d J( c) =f( c + 1) -f(c) when f is any function, we obtain 
A ,yc+r - yc+1+r 
‘ c+d- r+,+d- c=>= r;;:;; 
and 
A XC+‘- c c d-x;;;;;-x;;;= -pi-1 
with the aid of Rec( Y) and Ret(X). Hence, when h > 0 the iteration process 
yields 
and 
dhq=:,=(-l)hX::=;-h. c 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
We will now show how the c-difference operator can be used to extend 
(5.1) and (5.2). 
THEOREM 5.1. 
y':+r = 
r+d 
2 y;-'p+J 
(' . 
joo 
(5.12) 
Proof: We first note that (5.12) is trivial when r < d [by the triangular 
property]. Let r >,d. Then Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 together with a basis 
argument for the linear space of complex polynomials provide that there 
exist ,Ij independent of c such that 
r;;;= 1 Aj.9iyJ. (5.13) 
/>O 
Since A: is linear, (5.10) and Lemma 5.3(a) yield 
and hence 
(5.15) 
when c = -2h. Since (5.13) and (5.15) yield (5.12), the proof is complete. 
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The next theorem provides a “companion” for (5.12). 
THEOREM 5.2. 
ProoJ As in the above proof, the result is trivial when r < d and there 
exist A, independent of c such that 
XI;;= 1 aj&;;+i (5.17) 
j>o 
when r > d. Hence, (5.11) and Lemma 5.3(b) yield 
(5.18) 
and thus 
(5.19) 
when c=O. Since (5.17) and (5.19) yield (5.16) the proof is complete. 
The above two theorems help to provide alternative definitions for the 
CF( 1) and CF(2). For if we let k = c + r and then juggle the indices, we get 
the following [with the aid of the triangular property]. 
COROLLARY 5.2.1. 
(a) [Yt isaCF(l)] iff[(Y~+,.=C,.dY~~~~i)and(~=l)], 
(b) [Xr is a CF(2)] iff [(X”,+,,=x,.dX$-OZr-J) and (J$= l)]. 
In Section 7 we shall show how the above corollary can be used to 
obtain a generalisation of the Catalan functions. 
Arguments similar to those used in the proofs of (5.12) and (5.16) yield 
the following two hybrid results. [We shall include their proofs in order to 
obtain some of the intermediate formulas]. 
THEOREM 5.3. 
yT;;= 1 (-ly’r;=‘,&q+j. (5.20) 
j>o 
Proof: As in the above proofs, the result is trivial when r < d and there 
exist ii independent of c such that 
r;;:=;= c &d::-+I (5.21) 
I>0 
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when r > d. Hence, (5.10), (5.11), and Lemma 5.3(b) yield 
AhY;;;= ql;;;,= 1 3Lj(-l)hdT$:+j-h c 
/a0 
and thus 
(5.22) 
r”,;;,= c nj(-l)“JzI$-h=(-l)h~h (5.23) 
j > 0 
when c = 0. Since (5.21) and (5.23) yield (5.20), the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 5.4. 
Proof. As in the above proofs, the result is trivial when r < d and there 
exist Aj independent of c such that 
F;;;= C qcg;+i (5.25) 
/>O 
when r>d. Hence, (5.11), (5.10), and Lemma 5.3(a) yield 
AhX’c;;= (- l)hp;=>-h= c i,$jz;;,+j c 
iB0 
and thus 
(5.26) 
(-l)hXdI;;= c ~~ii!iq-h=~h (5.27) 
j30 
when c = -2h. Since (5.25) and (5.27) yield (5.24) the proof is complete. 
The following result provides another “companion” for (5.24). 
THEOREM 5.5. Zf d 3 0, then 
y:+d= c &i+i yk -1. (’ -.I (5.28) 
i>O 
Proof. We first note that (5.28) holds for all c and k when d = 0. If 
(5.28) holds for both (d, c, k) and (d, c- 1, k - l), then Rec( Y) yields 
Y;+d+, = YF+:,,- ry::,, 
with the aid of (5.9). The desired result now follows by induction on d. 
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If n is a positive integer, d= -n, and k = c-n, then (5.28) has its left- 
hand member equal to 1 [by (IT)] and its right-hand member equal to 0 
[by ( Yl)]. Hence, (5.28) does not allow d to be a negative integer. 
If c and dare both non-negative integers and k is any integer, then c and 
d can change roles in (5.28) and thus 
y:+d= c d;+‘Ypj= c a;+‘Yy;. (5.29) 
j>O izo 
Sums of Catalan functions can be obtained from Rec( Y) and Ret(X) 
with the aid of a telescoping process. For example, 
(5.30) 
d- 1 d-l 
c Y;:$+l=h;o [YiZ;+‘- y;+q= y;+r- 5, (5.31) 
h=O 
and 
d-l d- 1 
c 
Xffr-‘= 1 [x::+r-x::=t+~]=x;,-x~+~. (5.32) 
h=O h=O 
In the next section we shall investigate sums of Catalan functions in 
which the upper index is the only variable of summation. 
Some combinatorial implications of results in this section will be 
explored in Section 8. 
6. CATALAN SUMS 
We shall now build on the symbols that were established in Section 5 by 
letting 
and (6.1) 
h=c h=c 
when Yr is a CF( 1) and Xt is a CF(2), and then calling 
yt a Catalan sum of the first kind [CS( l)] 
and 
ft a Catalan sum of the second kind [CS(2)]. 
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If YE = Xt = 1 when h 2 0, the above definitions together with (5.1) and 
(5.2) yield 
r:=iiY; and x:=J??^‘r. (6.2) 
Hence, 3: is a CF(l) and 2: is a CF(2)-and one may now ask whether 
Ft is a CF( 1) and z! is a CF(2). Our development will soon reveal the 
answers to these questions. 
THEOREM 6.1. y: is an (extended and normalised) CF(1). 
Proof. We first note that z = q = 1. In order to compete the proof we 
shall show 
(6.3) 
j2d ]=d 
and then use Corollary 5.2.1. We observe that the second equality of (6.3) 
follows from the triangular property. Since 
k--c j k-c k-r 
j=d h=d h=d j=h 
Definition (6.1) yields 
(6.4) 
Now, 
k-c k-c m 
P d+< = 
m=d m=dj=d 
J=d m=j j=d 
[by (6.1) and Corollary 5.2.11 and the desired result follows from (6.4) and 
Corollary 5.2.1. 
Formulas (6.3) and (6.4) together with the triangular property provide 
the following. 
COROLLARY 6.1.1. F;+, = xjad F~~~-‘=~j,d Yi&j. 
The next result follows from Lemma 5.7(a) and the above theorem. 
COROLLARY 6.1.2. The companion of F: is a CF(2). 
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The following theorem provides a simple formula for this companion. 
THEOREM 6.2. If V: is the companion of y: and XF is the companion of 
Y:, then 
v:=x$x:+l (6.5) 
and hence 
,, F=Xz;. (6.6) 
ProoJ: We first note that (6.6) can be obtained from (6.5) with the aid 
of a telescope and the triangular property. Assume both companionships 
have been formed. Then XY = I and hence 
The desired result now follows from (6.1) and the uniqueness of V. 
COROLLARY 6.2.1. If VF is the companion of gff, then 
(6.7) 
Proof: Formulas (6.5) and (5.9) yield 
and the desired result follows with the aid of (5.4). 
As may be expected, all of the results for CS( 1) can be translated into 
corresponding results for CS(2)-and similar proofs can be constructed. 
However, the following lemma makes it easier to obtain results for the 
CS(2). 
LEMMA 6.3.1. 
22;;; =Xk C. 
ProoJ Definition (6.1) and Ret(X) yield 
(6.8) 
k-L k--c 
fk+I= 
Cfl 
C X;-;+‘k 
h=O 
,;, (X:+h-XX::+h--l) 
and hence the desired result [with the aid of a telescope and the triangular 
property]. 
Since Xt is a CF(2), the above lemma yields the following. 
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THEOREM 6.3. ft is an (extended and normaZised) CF(2). 
The next result is also a direct consequence of Lemma 6.3.1. 
THEOREM 6.4. 
ofiq. 
If Yt is the companion of XF, then YFr: is the companion 
7. SHEFFER FUNCTIONS, MATRICES, AND SUMS 
In this section we shall let x, y represent complex numbers and shall 
again let c, d, k represent non-negative integers. Also, we shall assume that 
all binomial functions are complex-valued and nontrivial. 
A return to Corollary 5.2.1 helps to uncover 
Y< g:-J with E= 1 
j=O 
(7.1) 
and 
x:+,= i xi &:-i 
j=O ’ 
with x = 1 (7.2) 
when Y is a CM(l) and X is a CM(2) [since all of the functions have the 
triangular property]. The above formulas are closely related to those for 
the “Sheffer sequences” in [ 13, p. 1391, and these sequences have motivated 
us to generalise (7.1) and (7.2) along the lines of our earlier development of 
binomial functions. 
We shall call 9: = y;l( c) the (normalised) Shef’er function relative to the 
binomial function Bt iff 
9:+,= j$oy<, B’;-i with Yt= 1, (7.3) 
and it is complex-valued. Hence, a binomial function is a Sheffer function 
relative to itself, and a CF(1’) is a Sheffer function relative to its 
corresponding binomial CF(i)-and therefore Sheffer functions are both 
generalised binomial functions and generalised Catalan functions. 
Note. Henceforth (unless otherwise indicated) we shall assume that Y: 
is a Sheffer function relative to B:. 
If 
f,(t)= c 92 tk and g(t) = 1 B: tk (7.4) 
ka0 k,O 
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are formal power series, then (7.3) yields 
fc, 1(t) =f,(t)s(t) =hwCgw1’+’ 
with the aid of a multiplicative telescope. Hence, 
.L+dt) =“LwCgwl” (7.5) 
and therefore Theorem 2.1 helps to provide us with the following Sheffer 
binomial formula. 
THEOREM 7.1. 
chi= (7.6) 
J=o 
Since B:-j is a polynomial in d of degree k-j when By = 1 and B: # 0 
(by [9, p. 115]), the above theorem yields the following. 
COROLLARY 7.1.1. If 9’5 = Yk(d) is a Sheffer function relative to B: and 
By= 1, B:#O, then 
(a) 5$(d) is a polynomial in d of degree k, 
(b) L&d) = 1. 
If Y$ = Yj(d) is a polynomial in d of degree k, it is defined when d is any 
complex number-and hence we can use the symbol Yk(x) to represent a 
Sheffer function polynomial (SFP). 
If 9: is a Sheffer function relative to a BFSP, it will be called a Sheffer 
function with the Stirling property or SFSP. Two basic results for SFSP are 
given in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 7.2. If 9’: is an SFSP, then 
(a) Y:=O when c>k, 
(b) Y; = (B;)“ #O. 
Proof: Let Y: be an SFSP. Then Bf is a BFSP and hence By = 0 and 
B;#O. 
Part (a). We first note that (7.3) can be used to show that (a) holds 
whenk=O.Ifc+l>kand~~=Owhenc>jandO~j,<k-l,then(7.3) 
yields 
k-l 
Y’;,,= c Y<B;-j=O. 
j=O 
Hence, induction on k provides the desired result. 
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Part (b). If k2 1, then (7.3) yields 
yk=yk--l B’ 
k k-l I 
with the aid of (a). Part (b) now follows by multiplicative telescoping and 
(7.3). 
If 9: is an SFSP and Y = [YE] is the matrix with Yt in its (c + 1)st 
row and (k + 1)st column, then Y will be called a Seffer function matrix 
with the Stirling property (SFMSP). 
Our next objective is to show that the set of all SFMSP forms a group 
with respect to matrix multiplication. We shall now develop some equip- 
ment to achieve this result. 
Modifications of the “delta functional? and their “associated sequences” 
that were developed in [ 131 have been introduced in [9, pp. 119-1231 and 
can be used to establish the following. 
LEMMA 7.3.1. (a) Zf B: is a BFSP and m,(x) is a binomial function 
polynomial (BFP), then Cr=, Bz m,(x) is a BFP. 
(b) If L and M are delta .functionals with normalised associated 
sequences lk(x) and m,(x), respectively, then both l,(x) and mk(x) are BFP 
and lk(x) = ~~=, BF m,.(x) when 
Bz = (M’I lk(x)) iS a BFSP. (*I 
Hence we can describe (*) by writing B = (M, L) when B = [ Bz] is the given 
BFMSP. 
If L, M, and K are delta functionals, then 
(c) (L, L) = I (the infinite identity matrix), 
(d) (K M)(M, L) = (K L), 
(e) (L, W(M, L) = CM, LNL M) = 1, 
and hence 
(f) the set of BFMSP forms a group with respect to matrix mul- 
tiplication. 
Further results from [ 131 will be used to establish results for the Sheffer 
functions. The next theorem provides a modification of Proposition 9.3 in 
[ 13, p. 1421. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let 
wk(x)= $ w: mc(x) and Bk(X)= t B!m,b) 
c=O C=O 
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where m,(x) is a BFP and B: is a BFSP. Then Bk(x) is a BFP and [W,(x) 
is an SFP relative to Bk(x)] if [W: is an SFSP relative to BF]. 
Proof Lemma 7.3.1(a) provides that Bk(x) is a BFP. Hence we only 
need to show 
w,(x +y) = i W,(x) B,-,(Y) (*) 
J=o 
iff 
Wk l+d = f Wi 
j=O ’ 
(**) 
f,(t) = 1 wk(x) tk, g,(t) = 1 B,(Y) th, 
F,(t)= c WFtk, Gd(t) = 1 B; th 
k2c had 
are formal power series, then formal manipulation yields 
and 
f,(f) = c m,.(x) F,(t), g,tf) = c md(v) G,(t), 
‘3-O d20 
Hence, 
L+,(l) = c c m,(x) md(y) Fc+d(t). 
c-30 d>O 
CL+,(d =M) g,Wl iff CC.+d(d =F,(t) G&)1 
and therefore (*) iff (**). 
By letting W= B in the above theorem, we get the following 
COROLLARY 7.3.1. Let m,(x) be a BFP and 
k 
Then 
&(X) = 1 B: m,(x). 
r=O 
[Bk(x) is a BFP] iff [St is a BFSP]. 
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A simple modification of the argument in [ 13, p. 1033 yields the next 
result. 
LEMMA 7.4.1. Zf A4 and L are linear functionals and 9j.x) is an SFP 
relative to Ilk(x), then 
Another result in [ 133 helps to provide the next lemma. 
LEMMA 7.4.2. If yl,(x)=C:=, Wt W,(x) where Yk(x) and BC(x) are 
SFP, then Wk is an SFSP. c 
Proof. Proposition 9.2 in [ 13, p. 1401 provides an invertible linear 
functional N and a delta functional L such that (NLk 1 BJx)) = 6,,. 
Hence, w: = (NL’ 1 yk(x)). Now, if yk(x) iS an SFP relative to Bk(x), then 
Lemma 7.4.1 yields 
Wk c+l =(NL’+‘)x(x))= i (NL”IcY$(X))(LIBk-j(X)) 
J=o 
= $ WI@-i. 
j=O ’ 
1 9 
and the desired result follows with the aid of Lemma 6.1 in [9, p. 1201, 
Definition (7.3), and Corollary 7.1.1(b). 
We will next use the above results to establish the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 7.4.3. Zf W is an SFMSP, then its inverse W-’ exists and is an 
SFMSP. Hence, each SFSP has a unique companion and this companion is 
an SFSP. 
Proof: Let W be an SFMSP and let m,(x) be a BFP. Then 
i W: m,(x) = FVJx) (*) 
c=O 
is an SFP [by Theorem 7.31 and W-’ exists [by Theorem 7.2 and Lemma 
4.1(c)]. If We1 = 2, then (*) yields 
2 ZY. l@=(x) = m,(x), (**) 
C=O 
and the desired result follows from Lemma 7.4.2 [since every BFP is an 
SFP]. 
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LEMMA 7.4.4. If 9 and 9’ are SFMSP, then the product 99 is an 
SFMSP. 
Proof. Let YE and 9?! be SFSP and let m,(x) be a BFP. Then Theorem 
7.3 can be used to show that 
is an SFP. We now observe that .4?: has a unique companion that is an 
SFSP [by the above lemma]. If W: is that companion, then 
l&(x)= i wt m,.(x) 
<=0 
is an SFP [by Theorem 7.33 and therefore 
m,.(x) = i B~;‘Fvj(X). 
J=o 
Hence, (*) and (**) yield 
(**) 
and the desired result follows from Lemma 7.4.2 and Theorem 7.2(a). 
We will now introduce a notation similar to that used in Lemma 7.3.1 in 
order to establish the group of SFMSP in a concrete form. If W is an 
SFMSP, we shall translate Lemma 7.4.2 into 
w= [B, 9q 
when 9$(x) and 9&(x) are SFP. Similarly, (*) and (**) in the proof of 
Lemma 7.4.3 can be translated into 
w= [m, I@] and .z=[Pv,rn], 
respectively. 
The next theorem provides the result we have been seeking. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let mk(x) be a BFP and let Fk(x) and I@,Jx) he SFP. 
Then the above notation and results yield 
(a) [9’, .Y] = I (the infinite identity matrix), 
lb) II@‘, mlCm, W= C@‘, 91, 
(c) [le,m][m, bv]=[m, ti][@,m]=I, 
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and hence 
(d) the set of SFMSP forms a group with respect to matrix mul- 
tiplication. 
We observe that the group of BFMSP is contained in the group of 
SFMSP which in turn is contained in the group of infinite matrices with 
the triangular and diagonal properties. Perhaps an exploration of these 
groups will yield some gems. 
The next result provides the expected analog for Corollary 7.3.1. 
COROLLARY 7.4.1. Let Y;(x) be an SFP and 
l&(x)= i w; X(x). 
<=O 
(*I 
Then 
[ pk(x) is an SFP] iff [ Wf is an SFSP]. 
ProoJ: Let W be an SFMSP and m,.(x) be a BFP. Then (*) can be con- 
verted to 
w=[Fv,:]. (**) 
Theorem 7.3 and a similar conversion provide an SFMSP T such that 
T= [m, Y]. (***I 
Hence, (*a) and (***) yield 
TW= [m, I@]. 
Since TW is an SFMSP [by Lemma 7.4.41, Theorem 7.3 can be used to 
show that &Jx) is an SFP. 
The converse follows directly from Lemma 7.4.2, and thus we have the 
desired result. 
We will now conclude our development of the Sheffer functions by 
generalising some results for the Catalan sums of Section 6. Since a Catalan 
function is a Sheffer function that satisfies Rec( Y) or Ret(X), the only can- 
didates for this type of generalisation are theorems in Section 6 that are not 
dependent on these recurrences. It turns out that Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 
qualify as candidates. Hence, if we define a Sheffer sum to be 
(7.7) 
when 9: is an SFSP, we should expect to obtain the following: 
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THEOREM 7.5. A Sheffer sum is an SFSP. 
COROLLARY 7.5.1. Zf y: is an SFSP relative to B:, then 
THEOREM 7.6. If Z: is the companion of 9: and $2: is the companion of 
,V:, then 
zy=ay4;,, (7.9) 
and hence 
i z;=%?;. (7.10) 
C=O 
We note that all Sheffer and binomial functions in the above theorems 
have the triangular property. Hence the relationship between Corollary 
52.1 and Theorem 7.1 [together with (7.3)] helps us to see that Theorem 
7.5 and its corollary can be established in the same way as Theorem 6.1 
and its first corollary. Also, a mere change of symbols can be used to 
obtain Theorem 7.6 from Theorem 6.2 [with the aid of Lemma 7.4.31. 
8. SOME FRINGE BENEFITS 
A review of the previous sections as well as the number sequences in 
Sloane [14] have led us to some fringe benefits-including combinatorial 
interpretations, the Papoulis method for obtaining values of the inverse 
Laplace transform, and combinatorial identities. 
Unless otherwise indicated, all lowercase symbols will again represent 
non-negative integers. 
8A. Combinatorial Interpretations 
Some of the results in previous sections suggest hat Catalan and Sheffer 
functions may have combinatorial interpretations. It turns out that the 
Principle of Inclusion-Exclusion helps to provide an interpretation for 
non-negative-integer-valued CF( 1). For if d sets are embedded in a 
“universe” of Yz elements in such a way that the intersection of each j-tuple 
of the sets contains exactly Yz:;i elements, then YE,, will be the number of 
elements that are in the “universe” but not in any of the d sets [by (5.28) 
(5.4), and the Principle of Inclusion-Exclusion]. 
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The above interpretation can be used to obtain monotonic properties for 
the CF( 1). In order to show this, we shall write “(5.28) is combinatoric” iff 
(5.28) is an identity in which d> 1 and all CF( 1) are non-negative integers, 
and shall let 
S = ( YF ( “( 5.28) is combinatoric”}. 
Combinatorial arguments can now be used to show that the following 
results hold for all CF( 1) in S. 
(1) q+r is a non-decreasing function of c, 
(2) Yt is a non-increasing function of c and hence YE < Ytz i < Yt + ’ , 
and 
(3) Yt is a non-decreasing function of k. 
We note that B: is in S when c> 1 [by (3.2), (3.3) and Theorem 3.11. 
Hence, the above three observations provide 
(4) .yr is a non-decreasing function of c and of r 
and 
(5) .@ is a non-increasing function of c 
when cZ 1. 
The matrices in the Appendix provide ingredients for making a variety of 
conjectures regarding monotonic properties for both the binomial CF( 1) 
and CF(2). Instead of pursuing these conjectures, we shall now delve into 
more combinatorial interpretations. 
Since the Catalan number al; has many interesting combinatorial inter- 
pretations [as indicated in Section 11, it seems reasonable to expect that 
other !Bt will have some nice interpretations. 
While searching through Sloane [14], we found listings for the first few 
terms of B; + 2 and of a’: + r- both with references to Cayley’s paper, “On 
the Partitions of a Polygon” [Z]. It turns out that 
C 
gpf2- 
c+3 (c+3)c 
( > 
Z---- c ci-2 c,.+_l 2 
is the number of partitions of a (c + 3)-gon into two sections [since c 
diagonals can be constructed from each vertex]. The interpretation for 
$8:’ r is less immediate-for it involves both the partitions of a (2 + r)-gon 
into two sections and “triangulations.” We will now establish a more 
general result with the aid of the following two definitions. 
(I) Let p be a (2 + r)-gon and let I/ represent one of its vertices. An 
Y - I’, partition [r - Vh P] is a partition of p into h sections by h - 1 non- 
intersecting diagonals-each containing V. 
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(II) An r - V, triangulated partition [r - V,PT] is an r - V,, P in 
which each section has been triangulated. 
We observe that the number of r - V, P is (;I:). The following theorem 
reveals that the number of r - Vh PT is a binomial CF(1). 
THEOREM 8A.l. &?$h+r= # of r - V,,PT. 
ProoJ: We first note that 1 <h d r. Now assume that the sections of the 
r - V, P are pi-gons. Then 
PI + ... +ph=2(h-1)+2+r=2h+r. (*I 
Since 
B;34-’ = # of triangulations of a p-gon (8A.l) 
(by (3.1), (3.6), and [3, pp. 121-127]), Theorem 2.3 and an elementary 
combinatorial argument yield 
(8A.2) 
and the desired result. 
The above theorem and Theorem 5.3 have led us to “triangulated 
colorised partitions”-for the identity 
when r>, 1 (8A.3) 
(i.e., Theorem 5.3 with Y = B and d = 0) helps to provide a combinatorial 
interpretation for the binomial CF( 1) when c colors are used in an 
appropriate way. 
If the sections of an r - vh P are distinguished by painting them with h 
different colors, and no set of h colors is used more than once, we obtain 
(III) an r, c - Vh coforised partition [r, c - Vh PC] when c colors are 
available 
and 
(IV) an r, c- Vh triangulated colorised partition [r, c- V,PCT] 
when each section of an r, c - Vh PC has been triangulated. 
We shall now let r, c - PCT designate the set of all creatures in (IV) in 
which V is fixed and 1 <h ,< c. Hence, 
(V) r,c-PCT=(r,c-V,,PCTjldh<c} 
will represent he set of all “r, c triangulated colorised partitions” (when V 
is fixed). Now, (8A.3) and Theorem 8A.1 yield the following. 
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THEOREM 8A.2. 8’: + r = lr, c - PCTl . 
The above theorem can be used to show that g;+ r is an increasing 
function of c and of I when c > 1 and r 2 1. 
Perhaps the “Ballot Problem” (as presented in both Cohen [3] and 
Carlitz [ 11) provides a more practical application for the binomial CF( 1). 
This problem is concerned with the (linear) arrangement of ballots in an 
election involving candidates K and R when K receives k votes, R receives r
votes, and k = c + r > r. It turns out that 5G?;+r is the number of ways the 
ballots can be arranged so that each subtotal for K exceeds that for R. 
Related items (including more combinatorial applications for ?.$: + ‘) can be 
found in [l, 3,6]. 
The next section provides another application for the binomial CF( 1). 
8B. Laplace Transform Coefficients 
A further search through Sloane [14] uncovered the first several terms 
of the sequences for both BG and ?@ together with the description “Laplace 
transform coefficients” and the reference to Papoulis [ 121. It turns out that 
the ak. 2,+, can be used to obtain values for the inverse Laplace transform. 
For if the Laplace transform of the function f is given by 
F(s)=Jox e-“‘f(t)& (8B.l) 
then 
where 
(8B.2) 
(1) the U,(x) are the Tchebycheff sine-polynomials of order n, 
(2) the L,, (“Laplace transform coefficients”) can be obtained suc- 
cessively from, 
and 
~~~=022”F1(2h+l)o]-h~1~~::~’ L,, (8B.3) 
j=O 
(3) “the choice of G is not critical.” (It ordinarily depends on the time 
interval being considered-and examples are given in [ 12, pp. 412,413].) 
Since 
[by (3.10)], we note that (8B.3) follows from Formula (9) in [ 12, p. 406). 
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92. Combinatorial Identities 
We shall now return to previous results in order to obtain combinatorial 
identities-some of which are well known. 
Since gl(t) = t( I -dE) is the generating function for Ck [by (1.2) 
and (1.3)] and Bf = Ck when k >, 1, Formula (3.7) the binomial expan- 
sions, and (3.12) yield 
j,,(-f)h+k(;)(9=&(2k;c)2’-2k (8C.l) 
when k>c3 1. 
Other identities can be obtained from results in Sections 5, 6, and 8 by 
replacing X and Y by d and 2, respectively, and then applying (3.15) 
and/or (3.11), (3.12). For example, we can obtain the Vandermonde con- 
volution 
(8C.2) 
from (5.16) 
/gc&(2k,h)=,,(,,,c) (8C.3) 
from (5.30) the well-known binomial recurrence 
from (5.32) 
(8C.4) 
(8C.5) 
from (6.8), and 
$,~(~)(r~h)=%(C:2r) 
when t-2 1 (8C.6) 
from (8A.3). 
Some of the above identities can be obtained from Gould [7]. For 
example, (SC. 1) is essentially the same as Gould’s (3.164) since 
[by (3.10)], and (8C.6) is a special case of Gould’s (3.146). 
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